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Abstract: Proxy signature is a signature that an original signer delegates 

his or her signing capability to a proxy signer, and then the proxy signer 

creates a signature on behalf of the original signer. However, H.Sun et al. 

showed that some exiting proxy signature are not against the original 

signer’s forgery attack, so the schemes do not process the unforgeability 

property. In this paper, we present an extensive forgery method, which 

makes the forgery method of H.Sun et al. be a special case of ours. 
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1  Introduction 
Proxy signature is a signature that an original signer delegates his or her signing 

capability to a proxy signer, and then the proxy signer creates a signature on behalf of 
the original signer. Mambo, et al. first gave a systematic discussion of proxy 

signatures  and classified proxy signatures based on delegation type as full delegation, 
partial delegation and delegation by warrant[1]. Under the full delegation, the original 
signer gives his secret key to the proxy signer. Under the partial delegation, the 

original signer generates a proxy signature key by using his secret key and gives it to 
the proxy signer. The proxy signer uses the proxy key to sign. Accordingly, the 

verification equation for proxy signature is modified, so that the proxy signature is 
distinguishable from the signature signed by the original signer. Under the delegation 

by warrant, the proxy signer obtains the warrant which is a certificate composed of a 
message part and a public signature key fro m the original signer and uses the secret 

key to sign. The resulting signature consists of the created signature and the warrant. 
Later, B.Lee et al. provided new classifications of proxy signatures as strong vs. weak 



proxy signatures, designated vs. non-designated proxy signatures and self-proxy 

signatures[4]. Strong proxy signature represents both original signer’s and proxy 
signer’s signatures. Once a proxy signer creates a valid proxy signature, he cannot 

repudiate his signature creation against anyone. Weak proxy signature represents only 
original signer’s signatures. It does not provide the non-repudiation of proxy signer. 

K.Shum et al. proposed a proxy signer-protected signature[7], during which, the real 
identity of a proxy signature is hidden to an alias. Only under the help of an authority 

could the real identity be revoked. However, H.Sun et al. showed that some exiting 
proxy signature are not against the original signer’s forgery attack, so the schemes do 

not process the unforgeability property[8]. In this paper, we present an extensive 
forgery method, which makes the forgery method of H.Sun et al. be a special case of 

ours. 
In the next section, we list some notations and domain parameters, and briefly 

describe some related proxy signature schemes in Section 3. In Section 4, we show 

our forgery method. A conclusion in the final section. 
2 Notations and Domain Parameters  

Throughout this paper, we will use the following notations and parameters, 
p :   a public large prime 

q :   a public large prime factor of 1−p  

g :   a public base element of order q  in pZ  

)(⋅h : a public one-way hush function 

ox :  original signer’s secret key 

oy :  original signer’s corresponding public key, where pgy ox
o mod=  

px :  proxy signer’s secret key 

py :  proxy signer’s corresponding public key, where pgy px
p mod=  

ωm :  a warrant                      

3 Some Related Proxy Signature Schemes 
In this section, we briefly descript the proxy and multi-proxy signature schemes 

of B.Lee et al. and the proxy signature scheme of K.Shum et al. 



3.1 Proxy Signature Scheme of B.Lee et al. 

Proxy key generation 

   The original signer O selects •∈ qR Zk0 , and computes pgr k mod0
0 = and 

qkrmhxs mod),( 0000 +⋅= ω . Then he sends ),,( 00 srmω  to the proxy 

signer P. 

P accepts ),,( 00 srmω  as a valid proxy key from O if 

pryg rmhs mod0
),(

0
00 ω=  holds. 

Proxy signature generation 

   P computes the proxy signature key qxsx ppr mod0 += , and generates the 

proxy signature σ of a message m by using the proxy signature key. Then, P sends 

),,,( 0rmm ωσ to the verifier V.  

Signature Verification 

  V computes the proxy public key pyryy p
rmh

pr mod0
),(

0
0 ⋅= ω , and then 

verifies the signature σ  by using the DLP-like signature scheme. 

3.2 Multi-Proxy Signature Scheme of B.Lee et al. 

Let Oi be the group of n original signers, ),( ii yx be their corresponding secret 

and public key pairs.         
Multi-Proxy key generation 

   The original signer Oi selects •∈ qRi Zk , and computes pgr ik
i mod= and 

qkrmhxs iiii i
mod),( +⋅= ω . Then he sends ),,( ii srm

iω  to the proxy 

signer P. 

P accepts ),,( ii srm
iω  as a valid proxy key from Oi if 

pryg i
rmh

i
s iii mod

),( ω=  holds. 

Proxy signature generation 



   P computes the proxy signature key qxsx p

n

i
ipr mod

1

+= ∑
=

, and generates 

the proxy signature σ of a message m by using the proxy signature key. Then, P 

sends ),,,,,,( 11 nrmrmm
nωωσ L to the verifier V.  

Signature Verification 

  V computes the proxy public key ( ) pyryy p

n

i
i

rmh
ipr

ii mod
1

),(
⋅= ∏

=

ω , and 

then verifies the signature σ  by using the DLP-like signature scheme. 

3.3 Proxy Signature Scheme of K.Shum et al. 
Alias issuing 

P sends his identity IDp to T. 

T selects •∈ qRp Zk  and •∈ qRT Zk , computes ),( ppp IDkhh = , 

pgr Tk
T mod= and qkrhhxs TTpTT mod),( +⋅= . Then he sends 

),,( TTp srh to P.   

P accepts the triplet ),,( TTp srh  if pryg T
rhh

T
s TpT mod),(= holds. 

Proxy key generation 

   The original signer O selects •∈ qR Zk0 , and computes pgr k mod0
0 = and 

qkrmhxs mod),( 0000 +⋅= ω . Then he sends ),,( 00 srmω  to the proxy 

signer P. 

P accepts ),,( 00 srmω  as a valid proxy key from O if 

pryg rmhs mod0
),(

0
00 ω=  holds. 

Proxy signature generation 

   P computes the proxy signature key qssx Tpr mod0 += , and generates the 

proxy signature σ of a message m by using the proxy signature key. Then, P sends 



),,,,,( 0 Tp rhrmm ωσ to the verifier V.  

Signature Verification 

  V computes the proxy public key pryryg T
rhh

T
rmhx Tppr mod),(

0
),(

0
0 ⋅= ω , 

and then verifies the signature σ  by using the DLP-like signature scheme. 

Privacy revoking 

  V sends the alias ph   to T. Next, T returns  pk  and IDp to V. V accepts that the 

signer’s identity is  IDp if ),( ppp IDkhh = holds.   

4 Our Attacks 
  
4.1  Attack on the Proxy Signature Scheme of B.Lee et al. 

A dishonest original signer O randomly selects •∈ qR Zba, , and computes   

pgyyr ba
p mod0
1

~

0
−= , 

          qbarmhxx pr mod),(
~

00

~
+








+⋅= ω . 

Now, 
~

prx is an illegal secret key of his proxy signer. 

4.2  Attack on the Multi-Proxy Signature Scheme of B.Lee et al. 

A dishonest original signer Oj randomly selects •∈ qR Zba, , and computes   

pgyyr ba
jpj mod1

~
−=  , 

qbarmhxx jjpr j
mod),(

~~
+








+⋅= ω  

Now, 
~

prx is an illegal secret key of his proxy signer. 

4.3  Attack on the Proxy Signature Scheme of K.Shum et al. 

A dishonest original signer O randomly selects •∈ qR Zba, , and computes   



pgyyr ba
p mod0
1

~

0
−= , 

             qbarmhxx pr mod),(
~

00

~
+








+⋅= ω  

Now, 
~

prx is an illegal secret key of his proxy signer.  

Notice that a dishonest T can also impersonate his user in the same way. 
Furthermore, we should point out that the proxy signature scheme of K.Shum et al. is 

unpratical, for a verifier can determine by himself whether a signature comes from a 
person which is exposed to him by T before.  

5  Conclusion 
we further cryptanalyze some proxy signature schemes, and present an extensive 

forgery method, during which  a dishonest original signer can impersonate his proxy 

signers, so the related proxy signature schemes is insecure. 
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